“I received an SMS alert late one Saturday night saying that the temperature in our cold storage was rising. If we had only found out about it when we arrived on Monday, we would have had to throw out everything in the cold room. That one little message saved us tens of thousands of dollars.” Sofia Dias, Food Safety and Quality Manager
Automate peace of mind

CAPTURE WHAT MATTERS TO FIND PEACE OF MIND

Define critical ranges

Define your own critical ranges so your sensors can capture when things aren’t right. Choose whether you want to be notified by email or a mobile SMS.

GET ALERTED STRAIGHT AWAY AND TAKE ACTION FAST

Resolve issues with collaborative actions

Set up notifications that trigger as soon as the sensor detects changes that are out of the normal range. Address problems rapidly by assigning actions from alerts to the right person, with all the context they need to come to a resolution.

PROVE YOUR PERFORMANCE

Track everything

Keep all your data & readings secure in one place, and discover the simple way to manage compliance. Track alerts, inspection results and actions all the way from open to close on the same platform.

www.safetyculture.com/monitoring